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| Abstract |

1)

One-way ANOVA was used to determine the differences
between the groups.

PURPOSE: This study examined the effective impact of

RESULTS: The forced vital capacity and maximal

self and resistive and ultrasound-biofeedback diaphragm

voluntary ventilation measurements revealed a significant

breathing on the pulmonary function and diaphragm

difference in the resistive-diaphragm breathing group than the

thickening ratio of young adults.

other two groups. On the other hand, there was no significant

METHODS: Thirty normal adults were assigned randomly

difference between the self-diaphragm breathing and

to three experimental groups (self- diaphragm breathing

ultrasound-biofeedback breathing groups.

(n=9), resistive-diaphragm breathing (n=11), ultrasound-

CONCLUSION: The resistive-diaphragm breathing

biofeedback diaphragm breathing (n=10)). Each group

group showed greater improvement in the pulmonary

participated for 15 minutes for times with a two minute rest

function than the other two groups. Therefore, resistive-

between two sets. The subjects were assessed using the pre-

diaphragm breathing will improve the pulmonary function on

and post- diaphragm thickening ratio and the pulmonary

normal young adults.

function (forced vital capacity, forced expiratory volume at
one second, maximal voluntary ventilation, and respiratory

Key Words: Breathing exercise, Pulmonary function,

rate) on the thirty subjects. A paired t-test was to determine

Diaphragm breathing

the difference between before and after the experiment in each
group of diaphragm breathing before and after the exercises.
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Ⅰ. Introduction
Respiration is performed by neurological control and
the action of the respiratory muscles that takes in oxygen
and releases carbon dioxide[1]. For normal breathing, the
action of the respiratory muscles should be spontaneous
or involuntary, depending on breathing and exhaling[2].
The diaphragm plays a major role in inspiration and
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an external intercostal muscle that is related to the

to learn and train[9].

expansion of the heart and regular breathing. The serratus

Resistive diaphragm breathing training is simply a

posterior, intercostal muscles, and trapezius, levator

method of intervention to increase the inspiratory capacity,

scapulae, which spread the spine, are the accessory muscles

which is based on the principle of overloading and applies

associated breathing. In addition, the pectoralis major,

a load to the supporting muscles of the diaphragm and

pectoralis minor, and sternocleidomastoid are involved in

inspiratory respiratory muscles[10]. Resistive diaphragm

deep inspiration[3].

breathing training is used widely as an intervention for

After inspiration, expiration occurs passively due to the

strength and endurance because a weakening of the

difference in pressure between the lung and external

inspiratory muscle interferes with the motor performance

pressure. In the accessory expiration muscle, there are the

and breathing skills[11].

transverse abdominis, external ․ internal oblique abdominis,

Feedback breathing training is a training method that

internal intercostalis, and rectus abdominis. These muscles

self-modifies and repeats the breathing method based on

work with effort or deep expiration[4].

information provided in real time during a specific task.

Degraded breathing muscles can lead to a weakened

This is an effective method of breathing training for the

cardiopulmonary capacity and a lack of oxygen. This results

elderly or patients with respiratory diseases who cannot

in a decrease in cardiopulmonary volume due to a reduction

use the respiratory muscles correctly because it can induce

of the oxygen metabolism, which reduces the elasticity

effective and normal movement of the respiratory muscles

of the chest, leading to a diminished pulmonary function

by continuously stimulating their ability to control

and respiratory control[5]. Air stacking exercises can

breathing exercises[12].

improve the lung capacity and exercise tolerance

Kwon et al.,[13] reported a decrease in the thickness

significantly in elderly adults[6]. In addition, the ability

of the abdominal oblique muscle and an increase in the

to remove cough or phlegm is reduced, which can

thickness of the transverse abdominal muscle through an

accumulate secretions in the airway, leading to a range

abdominal hollowing method with ultrasonic image

of respiratory diseases, such as pneumonia[1].

feedback. Nam[14] reported that diaphragm exercises using

Various breathing methods used to increase diaphragm

real-time

ultrasound

feedback

exercises

produced

breathing involve improving the strength and endurance

significant improvements in disposal for young women with

of the respiratory muscles[7]. Self-diaphragm breathing

limited chest mobility.

training, also called diaphragm breathing training, is the

Despite the clinical importance of diaphragm breathing,

main method of breathing, where the upper and lower

there are difficulties in learning about unfamiliar breathing

movements are caused by a contraction of the diaphragm.

methods when applying breathing exercises to the elderly

As a person breathes, the diaphragm contracts down and

or patients after respiratory diseases. Most of all, it is

becomes flat, causing the abdomen to swell. During

difficult to recognize the precise contraction of the

exhalation, the curtain and abdomen return to their original

diaphragm and simple and repetitive respiratory patterns

states[8]. This breathing method is used to exchange

can result in the incorrect use of respiratory muscles. This

effective oxygen for carbon dioxide, and it helps stabilize

study examined the changes in the pulmonary capacity and

the body and improve the pulmonary function. In addition,

the rate of contraction of the diaphragm by dividing

it is a breathing method that can be applied easily in

diaphragm breathing training into three groups: self-

everyday life because it has no side effects and is easy

diaphragm breathing groups, resistive diaphragm breathing
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Fig. 1. Flow chart of this study

groups, and real-time ultrasound feedback diaphragm

This study was a three-group pretest-posttest design to

breathing groups. In this study, it was hypothesized that

determine the change in pulmonary function and rate of

there will be more significant improvements in the

diaphragm contraction according to the diaphragm

pulmonary function and contraction ratio of the diaphragm

breathing method. Of the 37 subjects initially selected,

in a way that the breathing training method provides

seven did not meet the selection criteria, giving a final

feedback on the use of the respiratory muscles.

total of 30 subjects. The selected subjects were pre-assessed
followed by a random assignment program to either the

Ⅱ. Method

self-diaphragm breathing group (SDBG, n=10), resistivediaphragm breathing group (RDBG, n=10), or real-time

1. Participants

ultrasound feedback diaphragm breathing group (UFDBG,

A total of 37 healthy adults were recruited at D

n=10) (Fig. 1).

University in D city. The selection criteria were those

The SDBG conducted training by placing one hand on

without neurological or musculoskeletal disorders, those

the chest and the other on the abdomen, feeling the swelling

without respiratory or circulatory system disorders, those

of the stomach and the movement of the chest. The RDBG

without congenital thorax deformation or ribs, and those

provided resistance to breathing by placing a 3-5kg sandbag

who did not have regular surgical diseases. Prior to the

on the abdomen in the supine position. Similar to the SDBG,

experiment, all participants were asked to explain the

the RDBG applied breathing exercises to recognize that

purpose and procedure of the study. All participants signed

the abdomen would elevate and depress without chest

an informed consent form for voluntary study participation.

movement in response to the resistance of the weight of
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Fig. 2. Three groups according to diaphragm breathing method

the sandbags during inspiration and expiration. The sandbag
weight was applied differently for each subject and at levels
11 to 13 of ‘Rating of Perceived Exercise (RPE)’. The
UFDBG applied breathing exercises while in the supine
position, visually identifying live motion images of the
diaphragm provided by the tester using a real-time
ultrasound imaging device. The breathing exercise for each
group were conducted in two sets for 15 minutes with
a five-minute break between the sets. A sufficient 10 minute

Fig. 3. Diaphragm on Real-time ultrasound imaging

break was allowed after completing the breathing exercises.
All diaphragm breathing exercises were conducted under
the guidance and supervision of one examiner (Fig. 2).
2. Measurement and Procedure
1) Pulmonary function test
A spirometer (SPIROMETER HI-101, Chest M.I., Inc.,
Japan) was used to test the pulmonary function. The
subjects leaned against the wall with their nose closed,
put a mouthpiece in their mouth, and performed a lung
function test as directed. The FVC (Forced vital capacity),
FEV1 (forced expiratory volume in 1second), MVV
(maximal voluntary ventilation), and RR (respiratory rate)
were measured and recorded during the pulmonary function
test. Prior to the measurement, the tester was fully trained
through a description and demonstration of the testing
method. The highest value was recorded after three
measurements.

2) Diaphragm thickness
A real-time ultrasound imaging device (Digital
Ultrasound Diagnostic Imaging System DP-6600, Mindray,
Indonesia) was used to measure the diaphragm thickness
and rate of change according to the diaphragm breathing
training method. In the sitting position, a pen was placed
on the chest wall between 8 and 9 ribs on the right side
of the target. The probe was then placed vertical in contact
with the marked area with the patient in the upright position
to confirm the contraction in the plane image. The thickness
of the diaphragm is the distance of two parallel lines that
appear white in the middle of the breast film and in the
middle of the diaphragm, causing maximum breathing of
the subject, which was measured three times and averaged
[15](Fig. 3).
To measure the diaphragm thickness during diaphragm
breathing, the diaphragm thickness was measured at the
time of maximum inhalation and maximum expiration with
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the nose closed by hand. The standardized contraction of

method, and the pre-measurement values were all

the barrier used by Sarwal et al.[15] was applied.

homogenized among the groups. As a result of the
before-after comparison within the group, the SDBG

Tinpconthicknessaed inspiration 
Texpconthicknessated exp
TR 
Texpconthicknessated expiration

showed no significant changes in any of the pulmonary
function tests. The RDBG and showed significant
statistically significant improvements in the FVC and
MVV.

3) Statistical analysis
The data were analyzed using the SPSS ver. 20.0

A comparison of the differences in pulmonary functions

program (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Ⅱ, USA). The homogeneity

among the groups revealed significant differences in the

test of the general characteristics of the subjects is expressed

FVC and MVV. The RDBG showed significant

as the mean and standard deviation after applying a

improvements in the FVC and MVV compared to the

paired-t-test, and a normal distribution was obtained

SDBG (p<.05).

through a Shapiro-Wilk normality test. Comparisons

The thickness and retraction rate of the air intake and

between pre-post intervention groups were made using a

the pre- and post-group comparisons were similar in the

paired t-test. One-way repeated analysis of variance

three groups, and there was no significant difference in

(ANOVA) was used to compare the pre- and post-

the amount of variation among the groups (Table 3).

interventions. A Bonferroni correction was used as a
Ⅳ. Discussion

post-test. To verify the statistically significant differences,
the significance level ɑ was set to 0.05.

This study compared the changes in pulmonary function
and the rate of diaphragm contraction according to the

Ⅲ. Result

diaphragm breathing training method applied to normal
Finally, 10 subjects in each group performed the

adults. As a result, the RDBG and UFDBG showed

post-assessment. Table 1 lists the general characteristics

immediate improvements in the FVC and MVV. Resistive-

of the subjects; there was no difference in the general

diaphragm breathing training in significant improvements

characteristics between the groups.

in the FVC and MVV compared to self-imposed breathing

Table 2 lists the results of the pulmonary function test
among the groups according to the breathing training

exercises.
Self-diaphragm breathing exercises have been proposed

Table 1. Characteristics of the subject
SDBG (n1=10)

a

a

PDBG (n2=10)

UFDBG (n3=10)

χ2/p

Age (years)

23.003±2.454

21.334±1.069

22.003±2.002

.145

Height (cm)

163.778±5.541

162.665±5.540

167.503±5.891

.114

Weight (kg)

61.059±11.821

53.752±5.427

59.200±7.284

.122

Sex (Male/Female)

(3/7)

(1/9)

(3/7)

.475

Mean±standard deviation
SDBG : Self-diaphragm breathing group, PDBG : Passive-diaphragm breathing group,
UFDBG : Real-time Ultrasound feedback diaphragm
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Table 2. Comparison of the pulmonary function at pre- and post-intervention in the three groups
(N=30)
SDBG

FVC (L)

FEV1 (L)

MVV (L)

RR

PDBG

UFDBG

F (p)

2.728±0.312

3.088±0.641

3.194(.056)

3.039±0.481

3.222±0.667

-0.011±0.089

0.310±0.333

0.141±0.110

t (p)

0.323(.755)

-3.267(.008)*

-4.038(.003)*

Pre

2.759±0.621

2.461±0.342

2.657±0.481

Post

2.844±0.581

2.558±0.291

2.701±0.354

Difference

0.079±0.261

0.111±0.161

0.042±0.184

t (p)

-0.941(.374)

*

-2.456(.032)

-0.743(.477)

Pre

85.811±26.647

71.533±18.091

80.727±17.484

Post

87.141±20.642

83.944±21.554

87.267±19.017

Difference

1.332±9.108

12.421±9.527

6.543±6.391

t (p)

-0.439(.672)

*

-4.512(.001)

*

-3.235(.010)

Pre

47.443±9.028

45.921±9.747

46.101±8.307

Post

44.224±7.762

48.001±8.642

46.704±9.821

Difference

-3.221±7.452

2.081±6.599

0.603±8.361

t (p)

1.298(.230)

-1.094(.297)

-0.227(.825)

Pre

a

3.301±0.621

Post

3.298±0.601

Difference

5.487(.010)†‡

1.069(.357)
0.338(.716)

1.296(.289)

4.413(.022)†‡

0.082(.922)
1.345(.277)

a

Mean±standard deviation

*

Significant different in the pre-post value (p〈.05)

†

Significant different among the three groups (p〈.05)

‡

Significant different in PDBG compared with SDBG (p〈.05).
SDBG : Self-diaphragm breathing group, PDBG : Passive-diaphragm breathing group, UFDBG : Real-time Ultrasound feedback
diaphragm
FVC : Forced vital capacity, FEV1 : Forced expiratory volume at one second, MVV : Maximal voluntary ventilation, RR : Respiration rate

as breathing exercises that help improve the ventilation

Correct contraction of the diaphragm is important during

capabilities as well as the pulmonary function and cough

diaphragm breathing. On the other hand, many older

abilities by applying respiratory support to spinal cord

patients or patients with respiratory diseases are more

injury patients or people with neuropathy disorders who

accustomed to the use of costal respiration and accessory

use excessive respiratory support[5]. Lee[16] reported

breathing muscles than to the use of the diaphragm.

improvement in the pulmonary functions and strength of

Therefore, it is important for the subjects to recognize the

adults with a head forward posture (Especially VC) by

precise contraction of the diaphragm so that they can

learning the correct contraction of the diaphragm. Despite

perform the exercise. To detect the contraction of the dia

the results of these studies, none of the measures of the

phragm accurately, this study used real-time ultrasound

lung capacity showed a significant improvement in the

imaging equipment to identify the contraction of the

self-impaired group.

diaphragm directly[17]. Sartori et al.[18] reported an
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Table 3. Comparison of the diaphragm thickness at pre- and post-intervention in the three groups
(N=30)
SDBG

Inspiration
(mm)

Expiration
(mm)

Thickness
ratio
(%)

PDBG

UFDBG

F(p)

1.631±0.204

1.581±0.182

0.955(.397)

1.674±0.147

1.581±0.188

-0.011±0.212

0.041±0.267

0.012±0.271

t (p)

-0.097(.925)

-0.466(.651)

-0.058(.955)

Pre

1.339±0.141

1.311±0.188

1.327±0.191

Post

1.391±0.151

1.347±0.161

1.254±0.137

Difference

0.051±0.222

0.042±0.231

-0.069±0.221

t (p)

-0.713(.496)

-0.537(.602)

1.052(.320)

Pre

27.486±12.841

25.292±13.437

20.100±14.661

Pre

a

1.699±0.181

Post

1.702±0.119

Difference

Post

23.511±13.936

24.761±12.792

27.367±16.204

Difference

-3.982±15.891

-0.531±19.974

7.267±11.431

t (p)

0.751(.474)

0.092(.928)

-2.012(.075)

0.046(.955)

0.047(.955)
0.436(.651)

0.747(.483)
1.189(.320)

a

Mean±standard deviation

*

Significant different in the pre-post value (p〈.05)

†

Significant different among the three groups (p〈.05)
SDBG : Self-diaphragm breathing group, PDBG : Passive-diaphragm breathing group, UFDBG : Real-time ultrasound feedback
diaphragm

improved pulmonary function in patients with fibrotic cysts

diaphragm-breathing method that involves the simultaneously

after being provided feedback on the diaphragm

application of resistance during breathing. Not only was.

contractions through real-time ultrasound imaging. Lee[19]

there significant improvement in pulmonary function and

reported that ultrasound-based feedback breathing training

an increase in the maximum ventilation post- and pre-

helped improve the pulmonary function of stroke patients.

intervention, there was also a higher variation compared

This study hypothesized that when visual feedback is

to the general breathing training groups. Although this was

applied to correct a contraction of the diaphragm, there

a short term intervention, resistive-diaphragm breathing

is a significant difference in pulmonary function

training could lead to an expansion of the diaphragm and

improvement and diaphragm contraction rate compared to

activation of the expiration muscles. These results, unlike

general diaphragm breathing or resistance diaphragm

the other groups, can be seen only in the result of the

breathing. Diaphragm breathing training methods using

increase in FEV1 (Forced expiratory volume at 1 second)

real-time ultrasound imaging feedback are effective in

in pre- and post- intervention. Considering that all

improving the maximum ventilation capacity as well as

participants in the study were young adults and that the

the pulmonary function. On the other hand, it did not show

subjects were already familiar with diaphragm-breathing,

any significant differences compared to the general

it is believed that the impact of resistive-diaphragm

diaphragm breathing training method. On the other hand,

breathing on breathing resistance was greater than that

resistive-diaphragm breathing training is a common

achieved by just providing visual feedback. The effect of
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resistive-diaphragm breathing training can be understood

resistive-diaphragm breathing training can lead to

through the results of previous studies. Enright et al.[20]

significant improvements in the pulmonary function of

reported that a group of breathing exercises that provided

patients that do not have reduced or limited respiratory

resistance to inspiration showed an improvement in

functions in clinical practice. Therefore, clinical trials

breathing. Liaw et al.[21] performed resistive-diaphragm

should consider the impact of motor loads and resistance

breathing exercise on patients with spinal cord injury, and

on the planning of an intervention program.

reported an increase in pulmonary function. Kim and Shin
[22] suggested that high intensity intermittent training can
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